Dr. Dayton On TV

APPEARING ON TV recently was Dr. John W. Dayton, (left), new director of the Miriam Rehabilitation Center. He is shown with Haywood, creator of the local show, “What’s Going On in Greater St. Louis?” (WTVI, Mondays 7 to 9 p.m.) Dr. Dayton expressed his pleasure with the work being done at the center and the impact it is having on the community. He also mentioned his experiences as a surgeon and his passion for helping people recover from injuries and illnesses.

Part of Front Of Building Is Gone Forever

There is good progress being made on the construction work at Jewish Hospital. Dr. David Lit- ter, executive director, said this week one of the building officials of the board, employees and program officials who are attending ceremonies to demonstrate the progress made in the project which will be completed by early 1969. The building will house 200 life memberships. In the proceeds, we may say, “We’re ready to move forward.”

New Public Relations Department Started

A new public relations depart- ment has been established in the Jewish Hospital with Jack Samuel as its director. The new department will be responsible for promoting the hospital’s image and managing its communications. It will also work closely with the hospital’s other departments to ensure a cohesive message is conveyed to the public.

Assistant Director For Fiscal Services Is Appointed Here

Mr. Paul E. Wenzel has been appointed Assistant Director (Prob- ably) of the Fiscal Services at St. Louis. He will be responsible for the financial operations of the hospital, including budgeting and financial planning. The Fiscal Services department will be responsible for ensuring the financial health and stability of the hospital.

Construction Progress Good

The Division of Laboratories has been awarded a grant in the amount of $1400 from the Freund Foundation for a project dealing with the development of congenital anomalies. The grant will be used to support research and education in the field of congenital anomalies.

Service Pins Given

The following members were presented with Pins of Honor by the hospital: Dr. Lang received his Doctorate of Medicine at the University of Chicago and is a Fellow in the American Cancer Society.

Dr. Blumenthal Elected

Dr. Herman R. Blumenthal, President of the Missouri Division of the American Cancer Society, will serve as Secretary of the Division. The Division has served as Secretary of the American Cancer Society for the past three years.

Dr. Lesser Appointed

Dr. Lesser, has been appointed Assistant Resident in Surgery this July, at the Hospital and is a Fellow in Surgical Research. He is a native of St. Louis, and has served as Research Associate in the Surgical Research Laboratory of Harvard Medical School. He is a member of the American Cancer Society.

Dr. Lang received his Doctorate of Medicine at the University of Chicago and is a Fellow in the American Cancer Society.

New Appointments

The Division of Surgical Services has announced the appointment of Dr. Stanley Lang and Dr. Joseph Lesser. Dr. Lang has been appointed Assistant Resident in Surgery this July, at the Hospital and is a Fellow in Surgical Research. He is a native of St. Louis, and has served as Research Associate in the Surgical Research Laboratory of Harvard Medical School. He is a member of the American Cancer Society.
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Editorials

Hospital Firsts

Every organization is proud to be a leader in its field. The Jewish Hospital, no exception, has recorded a few items which can be proudly called as "Hospital Firsts" in this area.

The Home Care Program under Dr. I. J. Flaxce, which had its beginning a year ago, was the first such care program instituted in the St. Louis area even then. With the aid of Dr. Littauer, the program was patterned after a similar one in New York's Montefiore Hospital. Working as a team, the individual doctors, nurses, and staff members have treated needy cases in their homes where in the long run, they can be more helpful.

During the past summer, was the beginning of the teen-age volunteer program. The girls, most of whom attend high schools in the area, have worked well and have added the hospital cause to a great extent. This organized teen-agers program was started by Miss Imogene Laswell, hospital personnel director and Mrs. Robert Aronson, president of the auxiliary. During the summer, when volunteer help is extremely hard to recruit, the teen-agers have filled a large gap.

In the X-ray department, a new type of machine was recently installed. This machine, in which the x-ray tube hangs from tracks mounted in the ceiling, will augment the diagnostic radiographic equipment now in use. It is the Kekeliet ceiling mounted x-ray tube crane which travels along tracks mounted on the ceiling. Another first!

Pardon Our Noise

We apologize for any noise or inconvenience that may be created by the construction work that is presently under way. We are trying to minimize the disturbance as much as possible.

The building program designed to expand the present facilities of Jewish Hospital is the one which will give the community a better, more complete health center.

For a short time, the entrance to the Hospital will be on the Forest Park Boulevard side. During construction, the Cashier's Office will remain on the First Floor.

Public Relations Program

216 is still 216, but in name only. As the old bromide goes, there's been some changes made.

First, 216 will again appear each month. This time as a tabloid-size newspaper. This enables more news, more and larger pictures faster printing and shorter deadlines.

Changes are taking place in the hospital nurses' residence, the two rooms which had been reserved for the student nurses is rumored to be finally the residence is scheduled to get a "blanketing" painting primer as well as functional fixtures. Transportation takes have been made so the complete "re-appearance" is eventually will be attained in the remaining of student rooms.

The School of Nursing is under the direction of the newly installed, this means that the committee outlined their observations and then made recommendations. This committee has undertaken a mammoth job.

The Auxiliary and other patient and public committees are trying to meet, greet and extend hospitality to the patient and students, upon their arrival in the hospital.

NURSES' LOUNGE COMMITTEE

members of the ladies' auxiliary looking over the situation are Mrs. Saul Dubinsky (left) and Mrs. Herman Katcher. Come this autumn, the nurses' residence will boast of a beautiful newly-furnished relaxing spot.

Lawn and garden plans to plans to specialize specific School functions, while the Share-the-Fun Committee will become a coordinating source for entertainment outside the school. Whether it is a ticket to the Circus, or a big "Bet for the Met," Ms. Aircraft, who is the "Hotline" of our friends are enlisted to help us make these new projects a success.

"Enjoy Yourselves" could well be the theme song of the Entertainment and the Share-the-Fun Committee.

The Entertainment Committee

Jewish Hospital First With A Teen-Age Volunteer Program
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Jewish Hospital First With A Teen-Age Volunteer Program

TEEN-AGE VOLUNTEERS, carrying on for the summer months, are the Field Work Project, based on the various floors of the hospital. (Lawrence S. Block Photo)

The Jewish Hospital teen-age volunteer program is unique in these respects:

1. It is the first such organized program in this area. It is set up to train and thus help the individual students to the hospital and the individual doctors, nurses and their own families.
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The Jewish Hospital Tribute Fund

(For research, appliances for clinic patients, and other worthy projects sponsored and operated by The Jewish Hospital Medical Center Auxiliary.)

Due to change in printing style, for this month's issue and others list will be continued in next 216 issue.

DONOR

IN MEMORY OF

Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Altshul...Mr. Henry Solow...Mr. and Mrs. Harry Miller...

Benjamin Baren...Joseph Golden...Myer Schachter...

Mrs. Ethel Jacobi...Benjamin Reisman...

Mrs. Anna I. Maimon...Mrs. Erna Rosenfeld...

Mrs. Pearl Siegel...Mrs. Josephine Schiff...

IN HONOR OF

Mr. and Mrs. William Silver...Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Alpert...

Mr. and Mrs. Josephine Herzfeld...Mrs. Pearl Siegel...

IN/memory of...

The Father of Mrs. Anna I. Maimon...

THE JEWISH HOSPITAL RECENT DONATIONS

The Board of Directors has the pleasure of announcing the following gifts to the Medical Staff:

- Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Goldstein
- Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rosen
- Dr. and Mrs. Harry Frank
- Mr. and Mrs. Morris Blumenfeld
- Mr. and Mrs. David Goldstein
- Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Altshul
- Mr. and Mrs. Morris Blumenfeld
- Mr. and Mrs. Harry Frank
- Mr. and Mrs. David Goldstein
- Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Altshul
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- Mr. and Mrs. David Goldstein
- Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Altshul

The donors are:

- Dr. and Mrs. Harry Frank
- Mr. and Mrs. Morris Blumenfeld
- Mr. and Mrs. David Goldstein
- Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Altshul

The Jewish Hospital

JACK SAMUEL, head nurse, public relations department.

X-RAY DEPARTMENT

Warren Dixon was married in June and left for Phoenix, Arizona. He plans to study law the day and will do X-ray technical work at night.

Evelyn Sherman was off duty two weeks due to an auto accident. We wish to extend our sympathy to Mary Ann Ebert and her family.

On the first of July the X-ray department gave a farewell party for Dr. and Mrs. Max Stofler.

CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS

Second Floor: New operating rooms will provide: 478 beds and will have three new diagnostic departments: X-ray, dietary department and surgical department.

Fourth Floor: New patients' rooms will be provided.

Fifth Floor: New patients' rooms will be provided.
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Dr. Blumenthal Presents Paper

Handicapping the arteries often appears to be nature's way of prevention, further damage to blood vessels subjected to much "wear and tear." Evidence to support that theory was presented by Dr. Herman T. Blumenthal, director of laboratories and pathology at Jewish Hospital, in a paper read in London recently at the International Gynecological Congress. Gynecology was the study of surgery. Work on which he reported was done with Dr. Fred P. Handler, associate director of laboratories, and pathology at Jewish Hospital. Dr. Blumenthal is also associate professor of pathology at St. Louis University Medical School and Dr. Handler is instructor in pathology at Washington University.

Contribution To Surgical Research

Morton F. Parvis received a contribution for surgical research, honoring the tenure of Dr. Carl J. Heifetz as Director of the Division of Surgical Services on March 8. With this contribution there was established a Surgical Research Fund, and this fund has already received several other contributions. The Surgical Research Fund will continue to contribute basic and clinical problems of surgery in the laboratories of the School for Judaism. It will contribute to the advancement of surgical science and help to provide the best in modern surgical care for patients of the Jewish Hospital.

As a by-product, it will enable the surgeons of the staff of the young men in training to further develop their talents for the benefit of the community.

School For Judaism Presents A Phonograph System To Pediatrics

PRESENTING PHONOGRAPH to be used in pediatric wards to Mr. John Shoenberg, hospital vice-president, by the nurses' association of the School for Judaism. With Mr. Shoenberg is Mrs. Myron Glassberg, kindergarten teacher.

The School for Judaism presented Jewish Hospital with a phonograph system to be installed in the hospital's pediatric wards at a recent Sunday, May 23, event. The committee was purchased with funds collected from the kindergarten class of the School for Judaism. With Mr. Shoenberg is Mrs. Myron Glassberg, kindergarten teacher.

The equipment is designed so that the records may be played at the nurses' station and will be heard by the children in both wards without the sound interfering with the activities of the nursery station.
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NURSING ALUMNAE NOTES

Alumnae Association Goes "Cruising Down The River"

Members of the Alumnae Association of the Jewish Hospital School of Nursing went "cruising down the river" on the Steamer Admiral, Sunday evening, June 12. Many of our nursing staff were aboard for a most enjoyable evening.

Miss Ruth Mishler, nursing arts instructor, departed on July 1, for a European holiday. Dr. Handler is combining education with touring the world with the St. Louis University group and will visit many of the best universities while touring the various countries.

Plans for an August wedding have been announced by Marylebein Heineken, student director. Miss Heineken's fiancé, Dr. Thomas K. Lammer, will return from Manila the first part of August. A captain in the U.S. Air Force, Dr. Lammer has been stationed in Manila for the past 18 months, in charge of anaesthesiology in a hospital there. The wedding will take place in Belleville, Illinois, the latter part of August.

The marriage of Miss Frieda Ferschman and Mr. Reuben Kearsel took place at the Congress Hotel on Sunday afternoon, July 4. A reception was held for relatives and friends of the couple, immediately following the ceremony. Miss Ferschman, a member of the School of Nursing, Class of 1934, Miss Jean Emma, also a graduate of 1934, Miss June Emma, also a graduate of 1934, Mr. Jack Schwartz on Saturday, August 21. The wedding will take place at St. Louis Church in Newbury, Massachusetts. Miss Ana Fendol, a graduate, will be her attendant.

An auto accident on June 9th took the lives of Mrs. Marian Howard and her husband. Miss Gebe was a graduate of the School of Nursing.

Next year marks the 50th anniversary of the School of Nursing. The Alumnae is busy with plans for making it a banner year. We need the help, the encouragement, the interest of every member of the "Alumnae." We are expecting and hoping that every graduate of the school will be interested enough to want to be a member, and we hope they will get excited about the plans. Come and join us. Our goal is a membership of 500 for the 50th year.

Fern Brady Hogan has been struggling valiantly and almost single-handedly with the tremendous task of listing all the graduates of the School. She has done a splendid job and it is necessarily unfulfilled. Present names and addresses of many graduates have lost a coincidental resemblance to those last known. If you know the information desired about your classmates, please get in touch with Mrs. Hogan at the hospital, or with Blanche Con Levy or any other officer of the Alumnae Association for the following information:

Name, present name, permanent address, telephone number.

PERSONALS

Max Ausman, a Grover, is serving as president of her World War II Auxiliary "Groverettes" for this area. Anna C. Robinson, remembered by most of us for her long, varied service as Night Supervisor at Jewish Hospital, is now living and working at Women's College, N.Y. A. Domestically, Clinton, Iowa. She enjoys hearing from her classmates.

IN MEMORIAM

In our hearts are recorded with sorrow the many deaths during the past year among our members and their families. Space has not permitted the printing of their names in our memorial, we record the following names: "May their memory be a blessing to those who treasures it."